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Students ﬁnd various
mediums for selfexpression.This issue’s
FOCUS investigates
the perceived and
stated rights of
expression students
have at the school.
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Corridor crackdown
Administration places curfew on freshmen

implemented: all ninth graders must clear the freshman hallway by 3:20 p.m.
Ramiﬁcations for students who remain in the
hallway is unclear to some, including freshman Kevin Murray.
“I think you get yelled at, but I do not want to
stick around and see what happens,” Murray said.
Everyday at 3:20 p.m., Greenhill walks through
the hallway to remind any remaining students of the
curfew. The time constraint is the ﬁrst consequence
for the ninth graders, but it may not be the last.
“I was getting more complaints from Wendy’s
than I ever had in years gone by,” Greenhill said. “So
if we have to, I will close lunch over there.”
The misconduct is not a problem for the entire
freshman class; however, the actions of a small group
have affected an entire class, Greenhill said.
Another measure instituted to help maintain
the higher standard expected of UA students is
the integration of freshman, sophomore and junior
lockers in the 2005-06 school year. Greenhill said
he believes it will help the freshmen learn from the
upperclassmen.
With a curfew set, a locker re-conﬁguration
and other possible measures prepared, Greenhill
said he feels the current freshman class will be a
great class.

ACCESS DENIED: Freshmen must clear
the hallway by 3:20 p.m. Greenhill recently
placed the curfew to curb misconduct.
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n Feb. 4, principal Kip Greenhill called the
freshman class to the auditorium to discuss problems that occurred in the freshman hallway. It had come to the administration’s
attention that minor acts of vandalism and stealing
were taking place in that corridor.
“It had gotten a little out of control and that
was not only my observation, but also the feeling of
teachers down in the hallway,” Greenhill said. “So,
I met with the freshman and said, ‘Let’s clean it up
down there.’”
During the assembly, Greenhill told the ninth
grade class that if its behavior continued, there would
be consequences. Accompanied by seniors Cristina
Caligiuri and Luc Nutter, the three informed the
ninth graders that actions like trashing the freshman
hallway and disrespecting Wendy’s would result in
restricted freedom. Greenhill said UAHS is different
than any other high school in the amount of freedom students enjoy, and by trashing the hallway the
ninth grade class may lose that freedom.
“I just said, ‘You can blow it, and right now
you are blowing it by the way that hallway looks
after school,’” Greenhill said. “‘Get it cleaned up,
and if you don’t I am going to have to put a curfew on it.’”
Over a month after the meeting, a curfew was
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by Sara Mitchell

UAHS considers dropping class rank
by Renee Ogaki

S

ophomore Zak Biggard wrinkles his nose,
concentrating on his Biology homework. Ignoring his friends who are blasting music in
his living room, he works for hours before turning
around to acknowledge his friends, ﬁnally having
time to have some fun.
Biggard’s GPA reﬂects his hard work, but he
said he still does not have the class rank he believes
he deserves.
Bexley, Dublin, Olentangy and Worthington
schools have stopped reporting class ranks on college applications in recent years, and New Albany
followed suit on March 28. UAHS principal Kip
Greenhill has approached the school board several
times in recent years about dropping class rank at
the high school, and other districts’ recent deci-
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sions prompted him and other faculty members
to try again.
School counselor Teri Calcara, who came to
UAHS in 2005 from the Bexley school district, said
she and other Bexley counselors researched class
ranks for three years while she was there, and they
decided to eradicate them.
“We found that students were more helped
in college applications [without class ranks] than
hindered,” Calcara said. “We’ve started to collect
a lot of data about ranks to show the UA board
just about a month ago. We looked at the ﬁles at
Bexley, since a lot of research has already been
done there.”
Her research showed roughly half the schools
in the United States do not use class ranks, includ-

ing the more competitive schools, Calcara said.
Students who have moved to UAHS from other schools, such as sophomore Kelsey Rodway, can
relate to this statistic. She came from Jackson High
School, a school that does not report class rank.
“[My class rank] would most likely detract from
my opportunity to get into colleges because even
though I have a 3.9, they’d see some low class rank,”
Rodway said.
Junior Stephanie Hill said she ﬁnds high
GPA’s and low class ranks to be a common
problem at UAHS.
“Everything is really competitive in UA. So
when colleges look at your rank, you might not be
high on the list, but you still might be an excellent
student with a 3.8 or higher GPA,” Hill said.“I think
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District cuts costs through early retirement
severance plan, 24 teachers slated to leave
by Sara Mitchell

E

ight UAHS teachers will not return in the fall for the 2005-06 school year. According to district treasurer Marvin Founds, 24 teachers in the district are receiving a severance package in return for their early retirement. The severance
plan given to teachers will help prevent other school programs from being cut.
The severance plan was only offered to teachers in the district who had a minimum
of 10 years of teaching experience. In total, there were 260 teachers eligible for the
plan, but only 24 agreed to the severance.
According to the district’s Employee Severance Plan summary, each teacher not
yet of retirement age will be given 100 percent of his or her annual salary or $70,000,
whichever price is lower. Teachers of retirement age will receive the normal contractual severance incentive, which is 60 percent of their salary. This money will be paid to
the teachers over a period of five to eight years, Founds said.
Upper Arlington teachers are paid according to the number of years they have
taught and the level of education they have achieved; thus, the amount of severance a
teacher receives depends upon these factors as well.
This one-time offer made by the school district will pay a majority of the high
school teachers the $70,000 incentive. UAHS teachers accepting the severance pay include: Sharon Friedman (career development), Megan Gilligan (language arts), Howard
Grimm (Science), David Hammond (communications), Dale Hartney (social studies),
John Heck (AV specialist), Elaine Lehman (social studies) and William Zeigler (social
studies).
All 24 teachers will be replaced next year, but by teachers lower on the pay scale
as an attempt to save money.
The ideal replacement teachers will be those with a master’s degree and three
years of experience, Founds said.
In the end, the goal of the severance plan is to save the district $225,000 annually.
Though the savings from the buyout are small in contrast to the $7.5 million budget
the district manages, Founds said such savings add up.
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if colleges focus on your rank, they wouldn’t ﬁnd
a person as impressive as if they focused on the person’s individual
studies and grades.”
Hill said class rank is unfair at
UA because the top 20 needs
to have a very high GPA,
usually over a 4.0. This difference in rank and GPA
could have been caused
by grade inﬂation at the
high school. Yet, senior
Josh Argo disagrees. He
said colleges take into
account the competitiveness of schools like UA.
“It would make no sense
to get rid of [class ranks].
Some people like to have
something to work towards,” Argo said.“I’m some-
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thing like 250 [out
of 476] in my class,
but OSU said
that, because of
my school, they
would consider
me in the top 40
percent.”
Biggard is included in the group
of students who dream
about getting justly rewarded for their hard
work, while other students
argue for the need of a goal to
work towards.
Regardless of opinion, class ranks will
remain at UAHS for the time being, but
that may change in the near future if the
school board is convinced it is time to
change the current system.
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Fun around the clock
Students look for activities open after midnight
by Stephanie Hummel
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to teens. In the realm of restaurants, senior
Josh Shum said he likes B.C. Roosters, located at 1832 Henderson Rd. and open until 1 a.m., which features wings, sandwiches
and salads.
“It’s a really friendly atmosphere,
[and] they have good wings and pizza,”
Shum said.
Similar to Rooster’s is Buffalo Wild Wings
Grill and Bar located in the Bethel Center
Mall and open from 11 a.m.- 2 a.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, where teens can eat wings
and sandwiches, play interactive trivia and
watch various sporting events.
Sawmill Lanes, at 4825 Sawmill Rd. and
open until 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday, offers bowling and karaoke from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Hitchcock and Shum said they know a lot of
teens who would be interested in both.
Outside UA, WOW Family Fun Center at 4900 Evanswood Dr. occasionally
offers midnight
skates for the 18
and over crowd,
from 12 a.m.- 4
a.m, and for students under 18 it
is open starting
at 10 a.m. For
teens with hunger pains, Blue
Danube on High
Street, open until 2 a.m., offers
American food.
Hitchcock
said
Hounddogs Three
Degree
Pizza
(serving until 3 a.m.) also on High St., is
frequented mainly by teens and college
students due to its location near campus.
Some students, like Devilbiss, expressed a
GRAPHIC BY CHRISSY HUMMEL

I

t is midnight on a Saturday, and teenagers are cruising up and down the streets
of UA in search of excitement. What
they ﬁnd, though, is a row of deserted shops
and restaurants.
While this scenario may seem to be the
norm, late night restaurants, bowling alleys
and other hidden treasures are out there,
waiting to be discovered.
Senior Drew Devilbiss is typically home by
midnight, but when he is out late, he said he
typically spends his time at a friend’s house.
Devilbiss said he thinks there should be more
late-night entertainment options available
for teenagers, and that such businesses would
beneﬁt both the teenagers and the businesses
with just a few small changes.
“[A restaurant] to-go window is a good
idea,” Devilbiss said. “They would have to
market it [and] commit to it. Someplace like
Chipotle would be good.”
Junior Stephanie Hill said she
feels UA and Columbus do not
offer enough opportunities for students to have fun.
“There are lots
of dance clubs
[like Krome and
the
Coliseum],
but they only have
Teen Night on Saturday,” Hill said.
“Other than that,
you’re pretty much
on your own.”
Despite the common complaint among
students that there is nothing for teens to
do on the weekends, there are a variety of
restaurants and activities open late available

Question

&

Feature
spread
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with

Senior

Christie
Nunamaker

Who’s your favorite dwarf in
Snow White?
I kind of like Grumpy because I
thought he was cute. I’m sure he
had a soft side.
What song have you most recently
had stuck in your head?
Recently I’ve had Meatloaf’s “I Would
Do Anything For Love.” I once saw a
Chipotle shirt that said, “I would do
anything for a burrito, even that.”
Who would you like to play you
in a movie about your life?
Umm ... this is a tough one. It would be
interesting if a man played me—dress
Tom Cruise up in drag.

wish for a community center in UA, which
would be a good place for kids to safely congregate. Senior Sarah Kuhman said she thinks
the community center would get more of a
positive response from teens than programs
already in existence.
“If [we] had a community center, it would
be hard not to get involved,” Kuhman said.
“[Currently], planned activities with Parks
and Recreation, for instance, do not [get]
that great of a response.”
Hill and Shum said they would both like
to see some growth in UA in terms of activities available to teens. Shum proposed a
sports venue, while Hill would like a more
general hangout spot.
“There should be some sort of arcade, a
hangout spot with pool tables and stuff,”
Hill said.
Although Lane Avenue Shopping Center has recently re-opened and new stores
are popping up all over UA’s landscape,
teenagers find themselves with few options
for fun late at night. Teens say that an increase in the number of businesses open after midnight would benefit not only themselves, but the community as well.
May 6, 2005
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The thrill of victory
Jones Middle School teacher wins national Science Teacher of the Year award
by Renee Ogaki

J
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ones eighth grader Molly Blackburn bustles
Hundreds of applications were sent in for the the same content and goals, Pettus said.
around her science classroom, watching award, but only one teacher was chosen. The
On Feb. 28, O’Flynn said he discovered
wide-eyed as her
application process included essays he had won the award. With his success this
mixture of baking soda
by O’Flynn, teacher recommenda- year, he won $10,000 and an all-expenses
and vinegar bubbles
tions and a letter of nomination paid trip to Dallas, Texas for the National
over and makes a small
from Pettus.
Association of Science Teachers convention,
explosion. She writes
“[O’Flynn] is one of the most held March 31 through April 3.
down her observations,
inventive and creative science
The convention gathered experts who
chatting excitedly with
teachers that I have ever worked helped science teachers improve their teachher friends about the
with. He holds his students to ing, O’Flynn said. TV personality Bill Nye
layers of volcanoes.
a high standard of learning and the science guy, in addition to other wellBecause of such sucoffers them an exceptional stan- known scientists, acted as experts.
cessful teaching methdard of teaching,” Pettus said.
“[The convention] was extremely helpful,”
ods, Larry O’Flynn,
“He won because he provided the O’Flynn said. “Every time I go to conventions I come
SCIENCE STUD: Science teacher
eighth grade science Larry O’Flynn poses in his classroom.
judges with outstanding lessons, home with more ideas than I could possibly use.”
teacher at Jones Middle O’Flynn was recently recognized for
video and written responses.”
O’Flynn said he appreciated the new ideas
School, has been named his teaching excellence.
The judges also came to visit so he could better incorporate fun and learnScience Teacher of the
O’Flynn at Jones when he was ing in his classroom.
Year, a joint award
chosen as one of the top three ﬁ“I’m the type of individual [who] likes to look
between Shell Royal and the National Asso- nalists. They observed him present four sepa- at what I’m doing and try to get them better. I’d
ciation of Science Teachers. O’Flynn brings rate lesson plans to four different classes on like to think that after 25 years [of teaching] I’m
science to life with exciting experiments, combining fun and learning into his curriculum,
according to Jones principal Karen Pettus.
Blackburn agrees.
“I like the way [O’Flynn] teaches the class,
because sometimes it could be so boring but he
makes it fun,” Blackburn said. “We’re studying
rocks right now, which could be a boring subject,
but he’s doing labs and experiments that lets us
dig deeper than just the subject of rocks.”
O’Flynn allows students to learn about
science not only in the classroom but also in
HE’S GOT SKILLS: Sophomore David Gregory re-enacts a scene from the movie “Nanature. Jones American History teacher Birti
poleon Dynamite” at the Talent Show April 15. The show raised over $11,000 for Charity
Gydosh said O’Flynn took his students to
Newsies and Hope Street Kids.
Scioto River for a service clean-up project.
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UAHS students’ rights questioned, explored in light
of recent Dublin Jerome incident, ‘Day of Silence’
by Allie D’Aurora and Kaitlyn Williams
FOCUS PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS BY BAILEY CAPELLE AND ALLIE KATTOUA
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n March 22, Dublin Jerome High
School sophomore Miles Barrera walked
into school wearing a shirt emblazoned
with the phrase, “I support gay marriage.”
Later that day, DJHS sophomore Zach
Hust said he saw Barrera coming out of
the ofﬁce. Hust said when he learned Barrera had been asked to remove his T-shirt,
he and approximately 20 of his friends decided to wear similar T-shirts the next day.
When school ofﬁcials asked them to remove
their shirts as well, all but one female student complied. The student who refused to
change her shirt was sent home.
The next day, in protest of the restriction
of speech, a larger group of students wore
shirts proclaiming, “I support freedom of
speech,” Hust said.
May 6, 2005

“We weren’t giving up. We were just
saying what we wanted to say,” he said.
Hust also contacted the American Civil
Liberties Union, which sent a letter to the
school urging them to respect freedom of
speech. Hust also debated principal Steve
Best during class about Best’s decision.
Hust said Best eventually changed his
decision and allowed the T-shirts.
“He said he might have made a different
decision looking back,” Hust said. “I don’t
have a problem with the principal; he just
thought it would be disruptive.”
The distraction, however, occurred only
when the T-shirt was restricted, Hust said.
“The disruption wasn’t created until the
administration did what it did,” Hust said.
Best could not be reached for comment.

Hust said he felt his right to freedom of
speech had been violated.
“Students don’t shed their rights at the
school house gates,” he said, citing a line
from the ruling of the 1969 Tinker v. Des
Moines Supreme Court case.
If a similar situation occurred at UAHS,
principal Kip Greenhill said he would have
allowed such shirts as long as the debate
caused by the clothing did not erupt into
violence. Greenhill said he feels students
would take the opportunity to discuss the
issue rather than resort to physical ﬁghts.
“In some situations, those T-shirts could
be disruptive and cause ﬁghts,” Greenhill
said. “But here, even if we have disagreements, nobody is going to have ﬁst ﬁghts.
We would have used it for a debate.”
9
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Greenhill, however, acknowledges that all schools are different and
principals have to take that into account when making hard choices.
At UAHS, Greenhill said he
likes to grant students a large
amount of freedom.
“I want to give students as much
freedom as possible, and if they can’t
handle it, we’ll use it as a teachable
moment,” Greenhill said.

Stated Freedom
of Expression
Rights
According to the Upper Arlington City School District Students’
Rights and Responsibilities Handbook, “Students have the right to
free and dynamic expression of ideas.
Such expression shall include the personal opinion of students. Controversial
ideas are not to be avoided.”
Even though students are given these rights, there are
certain restrictions. The Handbook states, “The Board of
Education may regulate oral expression that would cause
material and substantial disruption of the educational process, is vulgar and/or offensive or is inconsistent with the
basic educational mission of the school district ...”
The Handbook also addresses symbolic expression,
which is deﬁned in the Handbook as “... [expressions],
exclusive of verbal expressions, that convey the personal
ideas, feelings, attitudes, or opinions of individuals in a
manner more remote but no less valid than verbal expressions themselves.” Regarding symbolic expression,
such as wearing T-shirts that depict a personal belief,
students have rights and restrictions similar to those
of verbal expression.
The school board has a set policy on some clothing. According to the Handbook, “Tube tops, bare
midriffs, bare or uncovered backs, and see-through
mesh shirts unless worn with an acceptable shirt/
blouse” and “[pants] worn in a manner that exposes the buttocks” are not permitted.
Additionally, the Handbook states, “Extremely
distracting types of clothing shall be prohibited
when the wearing of such clothing materially and
substantially disrupts the educational process.”
Also prohibited is, “Dress promoting and/or
advertising alcohol, tobacco, drugs or dress that is
10
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Shirts that directly insult a group of stu- their opinion on the situation faced by lesbian,
dents, Greenhill said, cause them to feel un- gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) stu- lence],” he said, “I would
comfortable among their peers.
dents.
have fought [the deci“I will not allow a student to wear a swasStudents in the Gay-Straight Alliance orga- sion].”
tika because it is offensive to Jewish students,” nized the Day of Silence, which was held naWindler said
Greenhill said. “I will not allow a student to tionally April 13. According to the Day of Si- though he did
wear stars and bars because it is offensive to lence web site, the day is held “to recognize and not experience
African-American students. I wouldn’t want protest the harassment, prejudice and discrimi- any problems
students to come to school not feeling wanted nation—in effect, the silencing—that LGBT with his Day of
or liked because of a swastika, because there’s people face. Instead of speaking, high school Silence pledge, he
a message there.”
and university participants hand out cards or had a friend who
Several years ago, Greenhill said he was wear stickers or T-shirts ...”
received a zero on a
forced to susJunior Sam Socratic Seminar when she
pend a group of
Windler,
who did not speak during the discussion. He said
students
who,
helped organize students involved in the event had to make a
during a basketthe event, said choice between a grade and a statement.
ball game, wore
he participated to
“One seminar or an entire group of people’s
clothing mockshow his support rights?” he said.
ing
students
for LGBT stuGreenhill said he was opposed to teachers
from the opposdents and their taking off points for student participants.
ing team of a
supporters.
“A couple of teachers talked to me, and I
Columbus Public
“[The
Day told them unless they docked points normalhigh school. Such
of Silence] was a ly, then they could not do it for this day,” he
behavior was ofmatter of letting said. “The positive thing is the Day of Silence
fensive and merpeople know that allowed the building to have a discussion and
Principal Kip Greenhill
ited restriction.
there are people debate on this particular current event.”
Many controwho support the
Students involved in the event knew they
versial shirts that
cause,” he said.
could have received poor grades on class disare not against dress code and are not offensive
He estimated 50-70 students participated cussions or projects that had been scheduled
are allowed by the school.
at UAHS. Nationally, according to the web for April 13, Windler said, and they accepted
On Election Day, senior Christina Adams site, 450,000 students took part in the Day the consequences.
wore a pro-choice shirt to voice her views on of Silence.
“If [making a statement] is more importhe controversial subject.
Windler said he did not ask permission tant to you, it’s more important to you,”
“I didn’t think it was a big deal,” Adams from school ofﬁcials, but he said he did show he said.
said. “A lot of people asked me about it, but no cards explaining his act to his teachers the
Greenhill said such events are welcome on
one was negative. I wore a jacket over it, and a day before.
an occasional basis.
lot of people asked me what [my shirt] said.”
Windler said he and other students in“[The event was] not something we could
Adams said she went the entire day without volved in the Day of Silence had the right have go on every day,” he said. “But one day
any comments from teachers or administrators to participate.
leads to good, healthy discussion.”
regarding her shirt.
“If the school hadn’t been OK with [the Day of SiStudents can also exercise freedom of ex

“I want to give students as much freedom
as possible, and if they
can’t handle it, we’ll
use it as a teachable
moment.”
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pression when posting signs around the school.
Greenhill said he allows students to post signs
in school hallways at their own discretion.
“I don’t want them to have approval,” he said.
“I want them to use good, sound judgment.”
He said, however, that outside organizations are only permitted to post signs outside
the Learning Center.

Perceived Freedom of
Expression Rights
According to a voluntary April 15 Arlingtonian homeroom survey of 309 students, 37
percent said they feel they can express themselves freely in school without being restricted
by school ofﬁcials. Forty-seven percent of students said they sometimes feel they can do so,
and 16 percent said they do not feel they can
freely express themselves.
Sophomore Dylan Young said he feels
comfortable sharing his views in the school.
“I deﬁnitely would express my opinion,
like wearing a political shirt, but I would
suffer the consequences if there were any,”
he said.
Young said he believes the school should
not censor a student’s views, as they’re guaranteed in the Bill of Rights.
“I think students should be given the
full freedom of the First Amendment, and
the school shouldn’t put a restraint on their
12

opinions,” he said.
Freedom of expression is often apparent
in classroom discussion, and teachers have
the authority to monitor the direction of the
dialogue. IB Philosophy and American Studies
teacher Dan Ludlum said he allows students to
express their opinions, or any opinion, as long
as the opinion is heavily supported.
“I expect my students to be factually
correct and to take ownership of their opinions, [be] responsible for what they say,”
Ludlum said. “They have a large amount of
liberty in that respect, but they have to be
factually correct.”
Ludlum said, however, he notices some students
refrain from sharing their views to avoid personal
attacks. He said students self-censor
themselves.

“Many times social acceptance keeps students from expressing individual opinion,”
Ludlum said.
Adams also said she thinks students
monitor their classroom comments, especially regarding discussions of religion.
“With religion, it gets tricky, especially if you’re in the minority,” she said.
“Usually the people who do talk have
Christian viewpoints. I think the people
who have different viewpoints don’t
speak up as much.”
Senior Lauren* said she feels the
pressure of being the minority in a predominately Christian community. Lauren said she is reluctant to express her
views in class because other students often use discussions as a way to advertise their
personal beliefs.
“In my English class, we were looking at
Genesis as a piece of text and the kids in my
class took it as an opportunity to advertise it
religiously,” Lauren said. “We were a classroom looking at it symbolically and historically, and [my classmates] were saying their
church discussion would answer our questions
for life. I think that it is wrong because I don’t
think it is fair to tell people of different beliefs
you can answer all of their questions about life
all in one night.”
During classroom discussions, Lauren said
students are generally open to their classmates’
viewpoints, but many feel it is necessary to in-
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sert their own opinions.
“I think everyone tries to listen to you and
learn from you, but as soon as you say something they don’t believe in, then they are quick
to try and correct you,” she said.
Lauren said she notices a lot of students try
to persuade people into believing what they
believe in order to have a larger community of
the same ideology.
“It is kind of like a game,” Lauren said. “Everyone is trying to get you on their side, trying
to get the people who can spread their message
so there are more of them.”
Lauren said she feels it is necessary to use
other forums to voice her opinions.
“I’ve never tried to express myself in a classroom setting,” Lauren said. “I share my views
with my friends. I don’t feel I can express myself in a classroom, so I do a lot of it in writing.
In journals I discuss how I’m different and why
people view me that way.”
While Lauren remains hesitant to offer her
opinions, she said when she does talk in the
classroom she is more self-assured of her views.
“Once you become more comfortable
with yourself then you become more conﬁdent sharing your opinion in class and I think
that takes a long time,” Lauren said. “You’re
trying to get over the initial shock of everyone trying to mold you, trying to get you to
go to church with them, or forcing you to
believe what they believe.”
When a class discussion leads to verbal criticism, Ludlum said it is his responsibility to get
involved in the conversation.
“I think a teacher has to stop personal attacks. So when a discussion becomes personal,
it’s my job to redirect it back to the concepts or
the topic,” he said.
Ludlum said it is the school’s duty to allow
freedom of expression in the classroom and to
protect individual student views.
“The high school is responsible for teacher evaluation and certainly a student’s intellectual safety is
as valid as their physical safety,” Ludlum said.
Teacher intervention when discussion becomes personal and offensive is necessary, Adams said.
“Teachers need to mediate and step in
when kids are getting out of line,” she said.
“As soon as you feel uncomfortable, you’re
not going to want to talk again. People need
to be respectful.”
*Denotes a source who requested anonymity;
real name not used
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Academic Bill of Rights
Ohio Senate bill proposes discussion changes
in college classrooms
by Kristine Perry

C

ollege classrooms across the state may be in for a major change if bill 24
passes. This bill is currently being debated in the Ohio Senate and has the
ability to change the way professors teach and the way students and professors alike can express their views in a classroom setting.
The bill is the product of Senators Larry Mumper, Jim Jordan, Gary Cates
and Lynn Wachtmann and proposes to neutralize college classrooms, according to
the Ohio Senate web site. The bill states professors must refrain from imposing
their views onto students and must refrain from teaching a specific political view.
Though the bill hopes to protect all opinions, opponents of the legislation feel it
could in fact limit free speech.
Dennis Read, an associate English professor at Denison University, is one
such opponent to the bill. He said it could possibly restrict professors’ ability
to teach.
“Bill 24 comes out of ignorance and fear,” Read said. “Colleges and universities
already have a rigorous system in place to assure that professors will not abuse
their authority. Bill 24 will impede my ability to teach, since it abridges my academic freedom.”
Restricting freedom is not the stated intent of the bill, however. Article D of
the bill states, “University administrators, student government organizations, and
institutional policies, rules, or procedures shall not infringe the freedom of speech,
freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and freedom of conscience of students and student organizations.”
According to the Ohio Senate web site, the bill would help protect students’
views while keeping professors’ opinions neutral in certain areas. The legislation
does allow professors to express their opinions, but they must clearly state it
is only an opinion and that any ideas to the contrary will not be basis for lower
grades or grounds for any deductions.
“Professors are, by definition, authorities on what they teach, and they always
must realize the limits of their expertise,” Read said. “If they are teaching their
opinions, rather than informed commentary, they don’t belong in a classroom.”
Though the bill aims to level the classroom playing field between political parties, many are opposed to the bill.
Junior Peter Koltak said he feels the bill could impede freedom of speech.
“I think it will infringe on freedom of speech because it will take away professors’
and teachers’ rights to teach conflicting views and it will take away students’ rights
to really express themselves in the classroom,” Koltak said.
Not all students, however, feel the bill is negative.
Junior Lauren Nichols said the bill will have a positive impact on college classrooms.
“I think it is a good idea because people should not talk about their political
beliefs in school,” Nichols said.
Though Nichols said politics should be kept out of school, she said she has had
several biased teachers that impose their political view.
Even though Nichols said she does not feel there is room for personal political beliefs in the classroom, Read said that it is normal and healthy for such expressions.
“Over the course of my teaching career, I have seen numerous spirited
exchanges between students having strongly different political views; sometimes these exchanges have been between a student and me. I don’t think
they ever ended in resolution; nor should they have,” Read said. “Rather, they
compelled participants to reconsider their point of view and the assumptions
behind it.”
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Faithful adaptation fosters unique ﬁlm
by Chadd Harbold

S

COURTESY DARK HORSE COMICS AND DIMENSION FILMS

and Josh Hartnett all ﬁt their
in City is perhaps the
roles perfectly. And despite a
only true comic book
few wooden dialogue deliveries,
adaptation; the ﬁlmthe classic style of the ﬁlm adds
makers recreated every
to the quality.
frame in the original comic
The ﬁlm is divided into
books for the screen. Uber
three
major segments, each
director Robert Rodriguez
based
on a different book
(who also wrote, produced,
from
the
Sin City series.
edited, shot and scored
In
the
ﬁrst, Mickey Rourke
the ﬁlm) made sure origiplays
Marv,
a hard-edged sadist
nal author and illustrator,
who
is
out
for
revenge against
Frank Miller, was involved
the
killers
of
the
woman he
by allowing him to co- DETAIL: Sin City recreates the framloved.
Rourke
delivers
the best
write, co-produce and even ing from the graphic novels. The
performance
in
the
ﬁ
lm,
makco-direct the ﬁlm.
movie opened nationwide April 1.
ing
a
strong
comeback
from
his
The result of this cindecade-long
slump.
ematic experiment is a hyper-stylized, neo-noir
The plot of the next segment, featuring
ﬁlm; its style is as important as its substance. RoClive
Owen and Benicio Del Toro, details the
driguez chose to shoot the ﬁlm in black and white
unspoken
truce between the cops, the mob and
with spot color, just as the books were drawn.
the
criminals
in Sin City that allows them all to
The all-star ensemble cast, including Bruce
operate
without
hindrance. Del Toro, in a small
Willis, Jessica Alba, Elijah Wood, Rosario Dawrole,
is
completely
unrecognizable as Jackie Boy,
son, Brittany Murphy, Michael Clarke Duncan

a maniac with a passion for hurting women.
Owen’s character, Dwight, tries to protect
both the Sin City women and the power balance
from Jackie Boy’s intrusion. With his violent
temper and unpredictability, Jackie Boy threatens to unhinge the power structure in Sin City.
Here is where the ﬁlm’s misogyny ﬁrst becomes
apparent. He begins the ﬁlm trying to protect
his girlfriend, but ends up encountering his ex,
slapping her, then kissing her passionately.
The misogynistic overtones do not mean
the ﬁlm is ﬂawed because the characters and
the city are completely without the ideas of
right and wrong. The ﬁlm’s moral ambiguity
has been subject to criticism, but unfairly. Sin
City makes no generalizations about women,
so there is no “message.” It simply highlights
the events in an obviously ﬁctional city.
Sin City is brilliant because of its style and
its ability to allow the audience to become
immersed in it. It is a completely unique
experience that audience members will not
soon forget. A

‘Subduction’ changes appearance of West Café
by Journalism I Student Juan Machado
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in love with horses or under the inﬂuence,” he said.
The horses, guitar, Roman setting, globe and
DNA cell featured in the
mural highlight the juxtaposed themes. Global
language teacher Richard
Duarte, who chaperones a
study hall at the cafeteria,
said the artist is trying to
appeal to everyone with
the various themes.
ART CAFE: Artist Greg Ackers works on the multi-themed mural
“It is somewhat like a in the cafeteria. The project began in February.
Hollywood movie; it appeals to everyone, but it appeals to no one in ment of the painting is not the beautiﬁcation of the school but the exposure of studepth,” he said.
Because of this aspect, there are mixed dents to art.
“I encouraged students who weren’t dofeelings about the painting from the student
body, but Duarte urges the students and ing anything at study hall to go up there and
teachers to permit the artist to ﬁnish his work paint,” he said. “At ﬁrst, most of them were
uncomfortable painting, but later they were
before making any conclusive judgments.
Duarte said the greatest accomplish- just enjoying themselves very naturally.”

PHOTO BY

S

ince February, students who regularly
eat or have a study hall in the cafeteria
have been watching a strange visitor go
up and down a ladder with paint brushes in
his hand. Artist Greg Ackers is working on
his mural which occupies what was once a
blank wall in the West Cafeteria.
Dianne Goss, the coordinator of the Artists in Schools program that invited Ackers,
said each year either two performing or two
visual arts projects are sponsored at UAHS.
This year, the visual arts were favored, and
principal Kip Greenhill asked for a large abstract to decorate the cafeteria wall.
Because the completed mural represents
the theme of overlapping elements, Ackers
said he entitled the mural “Subduction.”
Freshman John Todd said he liked the
concept of painting a mural in the cafeteria;
however, he is dubious about the outcome
of the mural.
“In my opinion, the people who visit our
school will think that everyone here is either
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SPOT
Spring sports get under way,
athletes enjoy warm weather

The Jock Stop
Katie
Williams
Senior Track Captain

spectators’
e

th

What is your favorite event to run?
The 3200 relay, but I also run the mile.
Do you have any special preparation
before your races?
I always eat pancakes before races and I listen to
“Eye of the Tiger” when I wake up.
Do you prefer track or cross country?
They are so different it is hard to compare
the two. I like cross country because
the scenery changes and the races are
different. I have more experience running
track though.
How is the team looking this year?
I think we are going to do well. We had a good
season last year and we have a lot of returning
athletes. I hope to have a strong season.

designed by Alex Dappen

Top Left: Driving for a goal, sophomore Rickie
Brooker runs past her Columbus Academy defender
in the April 21 game. The girls lacrosse Bears had a
triumphant win of 15-5.
Top Right: Senior boys tennis captain Patrick
Tweel serves to his Olentangy competitor at their
April 19 home match. The tennis Bears won all ﬁve
matches, winning 5-0.
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Bottom Right: Senior ﬁrst baseman Nick Judy
(10) catches an attempted pick-off by sophomore
pitcher Cal Pyrch (18) of a Gahanna Lincoln baserunner. The Bears suffered a 10-13 loss at the April
4 home game.
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BAILEY CAPELLE

Bottom Left: Spiking the ball, senior captain A.J.
Zeno returns a serve to the Westerville Central
team during the April 20 match. The volleyball Bears
won 3-0.
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Juicin’ Up Competition

National headlines of steroid abuse at professional level may lead to high school problems
By Luc Nutter

Football coach Darrell Mayne
sets sights on new horizons
By Luc Nutter

R

umors have made their way through the halls of UAHS regarding
football coach Darrell Mayne. Most of them are false.
Mayne will not be returning to UAHS next year. He is moving
to Troy, Michigan, where he will be the head football coach at Athens High
School. He said the primary reason for his move is to be closer to family.
He was not ﬁred as a result of a losing season, despite such rumors.
Athletic director Chris Potts said Mayne had as much job security go-
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solved,” Greenhill said.
Since UAHS is very
competitive, both academically and athletically, one
may wonder if steroid abuse
occurs in UA.
“I’m sure [steroids] are
[in high school athletics],”
Greenhill said. “I’m sure the
day will come when we will
have to deal with the issue
here, but at this point in
time, we haven’t had any
problems with it.”
Sophomore football player
Jeff Nygren said he questions
high school athlete’s motives for
steroid use. Greenhill agrees.
“When you’re at the high
school level and you’re right
on the bubble to qualify for
districts or state, or you think
RIPPED: A student athlete lifts in the weight room. Increased stethat the only way you are
roid use in the pros could change high school sports.
going to get a scholarship is
for young atheltes to do so. But Walter said by performing well at your sport, then steroids
steroid use makes professional athletes lose seem like such an easy way of accomplishing
that,” Greenhill said. “But in the bigger pictheir credibility.
“Professional athletes aren’t athletes,” Wal- ture, you’re stripping away years of your life to
ter said. “They’re entertainers. Far too few peo- have fame and glory for a few short seasons.”
Potts said he thinks preventative measures
ple play for the love of the game anymore.”
Greenhill notes that at some point in can be taken to eliminate possible steroid use
time, players can no longer raise their ability from hitting UA.
“High school coaches should play a bigger
level naturally at a fast enough rate.
“They think that by using performance- role in educating their athletes about the harmful
enhancing drugs, their problems will be effects and dangers of steroids use,” Potts said.
PHOTO BY

O

ver the past year, steroid use in
professional sports has become a
serious issue. A congressional hearing sought to expose athletes who are abusing them, and young sports fans continue to
lose positive role models.
As the issue of illegal substance abuse,
predominantly steroids, becomes more prevalent in the news, one may wonder where the
steroid abuse ends. Some speculate it might
even be used in high school sports.
Athletic director Chris Potts said he is
disappointed with the recent news that some
professional athletes, such as Jose Conseco,
have used steroids.
“These athletes are accomplishing things
without their God-given abilities,” Potts
said.
The issue of steroids in sports comes as
no surprise to some people, such as athletic
trainer Ron Walter.
“You look at someone like Buster Douglas
[the boxer who knocked out Tyson],” Walter
said. “You can’t tell me that he accomplished
what he did without steroids.”
While principal Kip Greenhill recognizes that some students consider athletes role
models, he said their actions do not always
stand up to scrutiny.
“They weren’t my role models growing
up,” Greenhill said. “I think it was more of
an envious feeling, because it seemed like
they were accomplishing so much.”
While Greenhill never held professional
athletes above others, it is not uncommon

ing into next season as any other coach at UAHS.
“You reach a point in your life when you have to make decisions about
things like family,” Mayne said. “There is never a right time to leave; you just
have to make a decision and stand by it.”
Mayne said he has always sought new challenges.
Even though Mayne will not be coaching the football Bears next year, he
said the future for UA football is bright.
“We’ve got a lot of younger kids that will be returning lettermen next
year,” he said.
Mayne said the hardest things to leave will be all the great football players,
UAHS students and faculty, and the wonderful community of Upper Arlington.
During Mayne’s seven seasons as UA’s head football coach, he had a
winning percentage of .740.
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Just say nothing

I

t is hard to ﬁnd many
people who will say they
are against free speech.
But there are more people
who support censorship
than will admit it.The public,
for the most part, wants free
speech within certain guidelines. But it seems when an
offensive topic arises, such as
ﬂag burning, most people’s
resolve weakens.
It is then when free
speech is truly tested. Free
speech is meaningless unless
Chadd Harbold
even the most unpopular
sentiments are protected. And when the government begins to
infringe upon speech, we cease to be free. We are not free until
we are able to speak our minds completely.
Sometimes speech is censored because it is controversial
even though it remains popular.The Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) has recently increased its ﬁnes for offensive
actions due to the Janet Jackson “wardrobe malfunction.”
In particular, the FCC has set its sights on radio personality
Howard Stern, at one point ﬁning him for a comment made
months before the new rules were in place.
What is most disturbing about this situation is that Stern’s
show remains number one in the country. Censorship activists
often preach the need for “community standards,” but it seems
like they only want their standards. If people are choosing to
listen to Stern’s show, then who is anyone to say that they are
not allowed to experience it?
Let the market determine what kind of “morality” is displayed
in our entertainment. If something is truly inappropriate, truly
“out of touch with American values,” then people will stop
watching and the show will disappear.
Stern’s plight is even worse because the FCC does not have
consistent standards. In an episode of the daytime talk show
“Oprah,” she discussed a sexual activity in which teens are
engaging. Stern and his writers wanted to play segments of the
show to hear Oprah talking about an act that would usually only
be referenced on a show like Stern’s. But the station’s lawyers
were afraid of being ﬁned for playing material from another
host’s show. Stern found this fear to be ridiculous and rallied
his listeners to complain to the FCC about the Oprah episode.
While many listeners did, the FCC refused to investigate because
Oprah is a “beloved ﬁgure.”
I do not deny that there is a lot of sexual content and violence on television and the radio. But instead of trying to censor
these mediums and participants, why not do something that
takes a lot less effort: change the channel.
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Teacher buyout
compromises education
Staff Editorial

N

umber of schools in district: eight. Average teacher
salary: $56,524. Average property tax per $100,000:
$35,000. Educational opportunities provided by UA
teachers: priceless.
Teachers are a precious commodity; they can change
students’ lives and teach life long lessons. Despite this, some
experienced teachers are currently being bought out by the
district. Encouraging practiced teachers to leave UA in an
effort to save money is wrong. These valuable resources are
being replaced with teachers who have little or no experience
at all.
The overall goal of asking teachers to leave, with a
severance package of course, is to save money on the budget. In the end, the district is only saving $225,000 annually. Such “savings” hardly seem worth it in the district’s
$7.5 million budget, especially since the district assumes
younger, less experienced teachers with less education will
be their replacements. Even the district values these attributes in a teacher; if it did not, it would not pay teachers
with these qualities more money than their less experienced,
less educated counterparts. Though these new teachers
will undoubtedly be qualified, the shoes they will fill will
undoubtedly be loose as the new hires attempt to replace the
experienced teachers lost.
As administrators hand out the retirement packages, it is
surprising to see 24 distinguished careers being bought for a
seemingly meager sum when compared to the invaluable lessons they have taught. Though the high standards of education in this community will be compromised, these teachers’
priceless lessons —already instilled in so many students —will
not be lost.
May 6, 2005
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the
Elimination of freshman hallway
unneccessary; class rankings
and grade inﬂation at school
promotes negative competition

F

reshman hallway. Those
words often bring a giggle
and a smirk to upperclassmen, and even sophomores
breathe a sigh of relief at no
longer being labeled “freshmen.”
However, for the ninth graders
who begin and end their days in
the freshman hallway, that place
offers them a haven away from
the rest of the school, a haven that
will be taken away next year.
Although the goals of integrating the grades and giving
freshman some older inﬂuence are
positive, taking away the freshman hallway deprives these new
students of the sense of security
fostered when with their fellow
grade members. Plus, with only a
limited number of classes offered

solely for freshman, the freshman only hallway allows for new
students to make friends.
While this change will affect
just freshmen, the issue of class
rank will affect all. For this year’s
graduating class, a 4.0 GPA only
ranks one as number 46 out of a
class of 476 seniors. It is ridiculous
when students feel the need to
drop elective classes in which they
may be interested for fear the class
will negatively affect their GPA.
School ofﬁcials are currently
debating on whether or not to
provide class rank information on
transcripts for colleges. Because
a 4.0 student here who may be
comparable to the valedictorian of
another school is barely ranked in
the top 20 percentile, eliminating

class rank would blind colleges
from realizing the extreme grade
inﬂation that has taken place at
our school. Why not remove the
cause of the problem by decreasing the grade inﬂation that is currently taking over the school?
Grade inﬂation is limiting the
high school experience for many
students. When the purpose of
education becomes lost in a ﬂurry
of decimal points, such competition for tenths or thousandths of
points places too much pressure on
students and hinders the purpose
of education as a discovery of one’s
interests. Fixing this problem
should be a priority.
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Columnist aids high school newswire

T

he other day, while I sat
waiting for my freshly
manicured ﬁngers to dry,
I heard the shrill cry of my cell
phone. This was no ordinary
ring–it was the designated ring
that signals a major emergency.
I sprang to answer my phone,
smearing eight of my nails, and
was shocked with the greeting
on the other end.
“They are getting rid of
senior study halls!” my friend
Kristine Perry
wailed. I was mortiﬁed, horriﬁed
and believed her completely. I begged for more details, but instead,
she continued to describe the dim future of UAHS. No, these were
not rumors I was hearing; they were veriﬁed, irrefutable facts.
As she continued, I realized I might have to move schools
because the future was looking grim. There was not going to be any
more junior parking and seniors were going to be forced to take
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end of the year exams for all classes. Oh, the horror!
My head swirled as the news poured in. There is no way that these
were falsehoods. In fact, a friend of a friend of a friend of our own
principal Kip Greenhill’s plumber had veriﬁed them. Instead of breaking
down under the tremendous severity of these tales, I called everyone
I knew. After a few phone calls, I had spread the word and now everyone with whom I was remotely aquatinted with knew the news.
But my work was not done yet; I had only started my crusade of
rumors—er, news. The following day at school, I approached more
students, describing the horrors to come. That was not all though,
I even went as far as putting an announcement over the PA in code
for all of my peers who understand it.
I felt warm and tingly all over because I did the school a service.
Single handedly, I made sure every student knew about the upcoming changes. Not only had I supplied the student body with reliable
information, I also took the advantage to spice things up. In addition
to the all senior lot, the mandatory end of the year exams for
seniors, no senior study halls and the incoming class of neanderthals,
the school now knew about the enforced uniform for next year:
striped knee socks and 1950s-style bathing suits for phys. ed.
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